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Green Paper Consultation – CV focus group, 15th Oct 18

Decent Homes Standard

How are measurements made in terms of quality, are regulators measures enough? They are quite
woolly and unclear. Should they be tightened up?

Government’s Decent Home Standard (DHS) is very basic – is it enough? However, increasing
standards come at a cost.

It was asked are we concerned with Ongo or wider social housing DHS. As it is a Government
consultation exercise it must be wider as Ongo already exceed basic standard.

 Decent Homes Standard is a minimum standard and is not aspirational enough

 Decent Homes Standard should include both inside and outside spaces including gardens

 Gas/Electric safety done but what about Carbon Monoxide detectors

Recommendations

 As part of letting a property there should be a decent standard inside and outside the
property and that should be part of DHS

 Carbon Monoxide detectors should be made a mandatory requirement of DHS

Complaints

Ongo have already simplified the stages in their internal complaints process to two stages.

Ongo have a Tenant Complaints Monitoring Panel that carries out an audit sample of complaints
received and how they have been dealt with through each stage.

Currently after a complaint has gone through the internal process it can be escalated to a
Designated Person, or after an 8 week wait it can go to the Housing Ombudsman. Is there a need
for the independent democratic process? Is the 8 week wait too long before being able to access
the Housing Ombudsman?

Meeting agreed the need to speed up access to the Ombudsman by cutting the waiting time down
to 4 weeks but was unable to get consensus on removal of the Designated Person stage.

Recommendations

 Reduce waiting time to access Housing Ombudsman down to 4 weeks

 Recommend organisations to set up Tenant Complaints Monitoring Panels to provide
assurance of good complaints handling

Empowering Residents

Empowering residents and ensuring their voices are heard and landlords held into account.

Currently Government don’t ask for any specific PI on this. There was a discussion on whether
percentage of staffing or calculation using number of homes would be practical but was decided
not.
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Suggestion that it may be better to use some indicators / criteria from the current TPAS
accreditation - but not all social landlords are accredited to TPAS. It was also suggested that
independent view could be gathered from outside the industry.

Recommendations

 Government to work with TPAS to agree critical meaningful PIs for customer engagement

KPIs to be used to measure compliance against consumer standards?

Within Ongo, monthly PIs are collated within the balanced scorecard but are not used by the
Regulator. What are the pros and cons of using comparison league charts?

The meeting identified that when Ongo properties were owned and managed by the Local
Authority that the LA was given PIs that were used in league tables across the Country. This led to
major issues accessing funding to improve the stock.

Ongo routinely uses benchmarking for repairs, spends on Void etc. and information from the
Balance Scorecard is published annually on our website and in our Tenants Newsletter.

It was felt that national PIs would not be useful as each geographical area has diverse needs in
terms of its customer base and their aspirations. However, there are some common PIs that may
be useful to measure, e.g. H&S.

Recommendations

 League tables on H&S may be appropriate

Is there a need for a National Resident Body?

The meeting was divided on whether there was a need for a National Resident Group. Currently
TPAS feed info through from residents to Government but it was identified that not all landlords
deliver good customer engagement and those that don’t won’t engage with TPAS services.

Strong arguments for a national group were that they could bring pressure on failing or poorly
performing landlords and Government is advocating the tenant voice.

It was felt there is a need for a national resident group but if it’s a small group that reps should be
elected via a tenant wide national ballot and membership should be split into geographical areas
for a better representation.

Recommendations

 Yes a National Resident Group is needed with membership split into geographical areas
using a tenant wide ballot election process

Recommendation

 Consumer standards should be supported by evidence not just statements

 Consider a consumer standard on overcrowding

Stigma

Recommendations –
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 Government to stop referring to social housing as being a stepping stone or springboard
to home ownership. Instead refer to social housing being a choice

 Social housing and private housing on estates to look the same in appearance so not to
distinguish one from the other

 Re consider re-naming the term ‘Social Housing’ as some tenants found it stigmatising

The Group were advised that their feedback would be shared with TPAS for inclusion in the wider
tenant feedback.

CV members were also individually encouraged to complete the on line survey to provide more
detailed personal feedback, via –

www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/A_new_deal_for_social_housing


